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	WATER	View by category: 
IBC ContainersIBC TanksIBC Spill ControlIBC Spill PalletsIBC Covers and Heating JacketsIBC/Drum Storage CabinetsLarge Outdoor IBC/Drum StorageIBC AccessoriesPumpsSewage and waste water pumpsAbove Ground Water Pump StationsChemical PumpsPressurised PumpsGRP Pump EnclosuresSubmersible PumpsSwimming Pool and Garden PumpsFlood kitsMore Pumps
	 
Rainwater HarvestingGraf Rainwater Harvesting SystemsWater ButtsAbove Ground Rainwater Harvesting TanksBelow Ground Rainwater Harvesting TanksCylindersDirect Hot Water CylindersDirect Slimline Hot Water CylindersHeat PumpsHorizontal Hot Water CylindersIndirect Hot Water CylindersIndirect Slimline Hot Water CylindersMegaflo Hot Water CylindersSolar Hot Water Cylinders
	 
Water Tanks (by Capacity)1 - 100 Litres101 - 250 Litres251 - 500 Litres501 - 1000 Litres1001 - 2000 Litres2001 - 5000 Litres5001 - 10000 Litres10001 - 20000 Litres20001 - 50000 LitresBaffled Water TanksCold Water Loft TanksRectangular Loft TanksRound Loft TanksSquare Loft Tanks
	 
Above Ground Water TanksNon-Potable Water TanksPotable Water TanksUnderground water tanksPlastic Underground Water TanksFlexible tanksBoat TanksNon Potable Bladder tanksPotable Bladder tanksCommercialMarquee WeightsWater BowsersPressure WashersWindow Cleaners and Car Valeting Tanks
	 
Hot Water TanksExpansion TanksGRP Hot Water TanksAll Water Tanks
	Related brands: 
DesoDirect Pumps & TanksEcosureEnduramaxxHarlequinKingspan PartsPurewaterRomoldStuart TurnerWydaleAll Brands


	WASTE WATER	View by category: 
Sewage Treatment Plant1 - 9 People10 - 18 People20 - 50 People50+ Person Commercial Sewage Treatment PlantKlargester STSClearwater STSHarlequin STSRewatecSeptic TanksOnion Shaped Septic TanksShallow Dig Septic Tanks
	 
Sewage Pump StationsSingle Pump - Sewage Pump StationsTwin Pump - Sewage Pump StationsAbove Ground Sewage Pump StationsWaste Water PumpsBasement Drainage PumpsGrey Water PumpsSewage PumpsCesspoolsSeparators, Silt Traps, Washdown SeparatorsBypass SeparatorsForecourt SeparatorsFull Retention SeparatorsMore Separators, Silt Traps, Washdown Separators
	 
Grease TrapsSmall Grease TrapsCommercial Grease TrapsSuDSAttenuation Tanks RangeBypass & Full Retention Separator RangeDomestic Rainwater Harvesting RangeSurface Water Treatment (SWT) Separator RangeVertical & Horizontal Flow Control SolutionsVertical & Horizontal Pump Stations RangeAll Waste Water Tanks
	Related brands: 
C & LClearwaterDirect Pumps & TanksHarlequinKingspan KlargesterKingspan PartsOaklands EnvironmentalPremier TechSpelTanks DirectAll Brands
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                                        3100 Litre Klargester AquaHarvest - Direct System
                                        from £2,678.00 ex VAT 
(£3,213.60 inc VAT) 
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                                        Clearwater BioAir CW5 Sewage Treatment Plant - 15 Person
                                        from £2,508.00 ex VAT 
(£3,009.60 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	GRP TANKS	View by category: 
GRP Break TanksGRP Stocked TanksOne Piece Insulated GRP Break TanksTwo Piece insulated GRP break TankUninsulated GRP break TanksGRP Sectional Water TanksGRP Sectional IFB TanksGRP Sectional IFB Airgap TanksGRP Sectional TIF TanksGRP Sectional TIF Airgap TanksMore GRP Sectional Water Tanks
	 
GRP Sectional Divided Water TanksGRP Sectional Divided IFB TanksGRP Sectional Divided IFB Airgap TanksGRP Sectional Divided TIF TanksGRP Sectional Divided TIF Airgap TanksGRP Combination UnitsAG air gap GRP Combination UnitCAT 5 AB air gap GRP Combination UnitGRP Combination Unit with Single PumpGRP Combination Unit with Triple PumpMore GRP Combination Units
	 
GRP Pump EnclosuresGRP Underground TanksGRP Open Water TanksAll Glass Reinforced Plastic Tanks
	Related brands: 
PurewaterSpelAll Brands
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                                        GRP Booster Set Enclosure PWH-3x2x2
                                        from £4,245.00 ex VAT 
(£5,094.00 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	BOOSTER PUMP SETS	View by category: 
Pumps By TypeSingle Booster SetsTwin Booster SetsTriple Booster SetsWRAS Approved PumpsFixed Speed Booster PumpsCirculating PumpsPumps by BrandGrundfos PumpsLowara PumpsMore Pumps by Brand
	 
Pumps & Water TanksGRP Tanks with PumpsCompact Booster SetsCat 5 Booster SetsPumped Rainwater HarvestingWater Performance System VesselsPump AccessoriesAll Booster Pump Sets
	Related brands: 
3PDirect Pumps & TanksHarlequinKingspan KlargesterKingspan PartsStuart TurnerTanks DirectAll Brands
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                                        EcoMaxx 1340L Above Ground Rainwater Harvesting Kit With Pump
                                        from £2,154.00 ex VAT 
(£2,584.80 inc VAT) 
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                                        TDI Boost 800 Litres
                                        from £1,374.00 ex VAT 
(£1,648.80 inc VAT) 
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                                        TDI Boost 1200 Litres
                                        from £1,510.00 ex VAT 
(£1,812.00 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	AGRICULTURAL	View by category: 
Galvanised TanksCoated Steel TanksGalvanised Steel TanksLivestockDrinking Troughs and footbathsFeeders & StorageFish BoxesMilk TanksFertiliser & Molasses TanksFertiliser TanksMolasses TanksDosing Tanks
	 
Cone TanksEquineFeedersStable & Yard EquipmentTack StorageATVATV TanksATV TrailersATV Boxes
	 
Silage TanksSmall Silage TanksLarge Silage TanksElectric FencingFencing Kits12v Leisure BatteriesEnergisersSmart FarmingPortable Diesel DispensersSmart TechnologyParts and SparesAll Agricultural Tanks
	Related brands: 
ClearwaterEnduramaxxEvenproductsExcelsiorHotline JFCKingspan KlargesterPaxtonRed GorillaWydaleAll Brands
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                                        JFC 450 Gallon Fast Fill Trough
                                        £630.00 ex VAT 
(£756.00 inc VAT) 
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                                        5 Gallon Livestock Drinker
                                        £65.00 ex VAT 
(£78.00 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	HAZARDOUS STORAGE	View by category: 
Fuel TanksOil TanksDiesel TanksAdblueChemicalChemical PumpsDosing TanksLarge Plastic TanksMixing TanksMore Chemical
	 
Storage CabinetsPlastic Storage CabinetsSteel Storage CabinetsSpill ControlSpill BundsSpill KitsStorage CabinetsAll Hazardous Storage
	Related brands: 
DesoDirect Pumps & TanksEmpteezyEnduramaxxHarlequinJonescoKingspan PartsRomoldSafety UnlimitedSupertuffAll Brands
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                                        Washpoint with Basin
                                        £644.00 ex VAT 
(£772.80 inc VAT) 
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                                        1500 Litre Bunded Diesel Dispensing Tank
                                        from £1,869.00 ex VAT 
(£2,242.80 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	SITE SUPPLIES	View by category: 
Building and ConstructionMortar TubsSite ShelterSite StorageTipping Skips and ContainersVehicle Tool BoxesWorksite AccessoriesFactory and WarehousingBunds and ContainersDrum Handling EquipmentMore Factory and Warehousing
	 
Site SafetyFencingFlood Protection ProductsGrit Bins And Salt SpreadersLitter and Recycling BinsSafety BarriersSolar LightingAll Site Supplies
	Related brands: 
CemoCraemerEmpteezyExcelsiorHandling Equipment UK LtdJonescoOaklands PlasticsRed GorillaRomoldSafety UnlimitedAll Brands
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                                        Washpoint with Basin
                                        £644.00 ex VAT 
(£772.80 inc VAT) 
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                                        Armorgard E-Kart ek2g
                                        £1,900.00 ex VAT 
(£2,280.00 inc VAT) 
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                                        Armorgard Formastor COSHH FR400C
                                        from £6,275.00 ex VAT 
(£7,530.00 inc VAT) 
                                    

                                

                            


	PARTS & ACCESSORIES	View by category: 
Waste Water AccessoriesBioFicient Accessories / SparesBioTec Accessories / SparesBioDisc Accessories / SparesSeparator Accessories / SparesRainwater Harvesters Accessories / SparesPump Chamber Accessories / SparesClearwater Accessories / SparesKlargester Accessories / SparesLids & AlarmsGrease Spill Filters
	 
Blowers & SparesSecho BlowersCharles Austen BlowersFPZ BlowersMotor / Gearbox & KitsSolar AccessoriesCleaning & Chemical AccessoriesWater AccessoriesRainwater Harvesters Accessories / SparesLidsTaps & ValvesGaugesMore Water Accessories
	 
Cylinder AccessoriesFuel Accessories / SparesAll Parts & Accessories
	Related brands: 
3PDelta FireDirect Pumps & TanksEnduramaxxEnvirotechJonescoKingspan PartsPurewaterRomoldWydaleAll Brands
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                                        Biosafe Control Panel
                                        £300.92 £232.00 ex VAT 
(£278.40 inc VAT) 
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                                        Panasonic Gearbox / Motor, FREE TOP PULLEY*(*worth £20.95 ex VAT) & Free delivery
                                        from £241.45 ex VAT 
(£289.74 inc VAT) 
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        Triple Booster Sets

                
                        FiltersFilter by price£0 - £12645
            
            



    
    
    
    
    Filter by brand FlyVar SE (6) Grundfos (1) Lowara (6)

Filter by customer offloading Customer Offloading (4)

Filter by delivery Free Delivery (22)

Filter by outlet size 1 1/2" BSP Male (1)

Filter by potable WRAS Approved (1)

Filter by shape Vertical (4)

Filter by stock tank Made to Order (1)

Filter by tank use Made to Order (3)

Filter by twin or single Triple (17) Twin (5)

Filter by wras Kiwa Approved (12) Yes (6) WRAS Approved Parts (16)
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 4.5 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 4.5 Bar

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,532.00 ex VAT 
(£5,438.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 5.25 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 5.25 Bar

 

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored....                     

                

                
                    from £4,871.00 ex VAT 
(£5,845.20 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 225 l/min @ 5.0 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 225 l/min @ 5.0 Bar

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,591.00 ex VAT 
(£5,509.20 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara 2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 3.3 Bar
                    
                        Lowara 2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 3.3 Bar

 

Lowara Pump

The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water...                     

                

                
                    from £4,068.00 ex VAT 
(£4,881.60 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara  2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 4.8 Bar
                    
                        Lowara 2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 150 l/min @ 4.8 Bar


The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,280.00 ex VAT 
(£5,136.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara  2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 255 l/min @ 5.1 Bar
                    
                        Lowara  2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 255 l/min @ 5.1 Bar


The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,828.00 ex VAT 
(£5,793.60 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 225 l/min @ 7.0 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 225 l/min @ 7.0 Bar

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,150.00 ex VAT 
(£4,980.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 480 l/min @ 3.5 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 480 l/min @ 3.5 Bar

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,887.00 ex VAT 
(£5,864.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 480 l/min @ 5.0 Bar
                    
                        Triple Variable Speed Booster Set, 480 l/min @ 5.0 Bar

The Tanks Direct triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £5,040.00 ex VAT 
(£6,048.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara  2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 255 l/min @ 3.7 Bar
                    
                        Lowara  2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 255 l/min @ 3.7 Bar

The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,385.00 ex VAT 
(£5,262.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara 3'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 495 l/min @ 3.7 Bar
                    
                        Lowara 2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 495 l/min @ 3.7 Bar


The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £4,982.00 ex VAT 
(£5,978.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Lowara 3'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 495 l/min @ 5.4 Bar
                    
                        Lowara 2 1/2'' Triple Pump Booster Set, 495 l/min @ 5.4 Bar


The triple pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation, the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent damage and re-starts again once water is restored. The...                     

                

                
                    from £5,705.00 ex VAT 
(£6,846.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 45 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £6,182.00 ex VAT 
(£7,418.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 60 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £6,535.00 ex VAT 
(£7,842.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 46 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £6,634.00 ex VAT 
(£7,960.80 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 60 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £7,812.00 ex VAT 
(£9,374.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 48 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £7,769.00 ex VAT 
(£9,322.80 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    Triple Pump Booster Set, MH 72 - MAB
                    
                        **Please note the image is with the vibration mounts, which is an optional extra**
                    

                

                
                    from £8,737.00 ex VAT 
(£10,484.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    2' Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 255l/min @ 8.0bar D/A/A
                    
                        TANKS DIRECT RS VARI 2" Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 255l/min @ 8.0bar

 

The Tanks Direct twin pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent...                     

                

                
                    from £5,943.00 ex VAT 
(£7,131.60 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    2' Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 255l/min @ 11bar D/A/A
                    
                        TANKS DIRECT RS VARI 2" Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 255l/min @ 11bar 

 

The Tanks Direct twin pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent...                     

                

                
                    from £8,120.00 ex VAT 
(£9,744.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    3' Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 480l/min @ 6.5bar D/A/A
                    
                        TANKS DIRECT RS VARI 2" Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 480l/min @ 6.5bar

 

The Tanks Direct twin pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent...                     

                

                
                    from £7,800.00 ex VAT 
(£9,360.00 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    
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                    3' Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 480l/min @ 11bar D/A/A
                    
                        TANKS DIRECT RS VARI 2" Triple Variable Speed Vertical Booster Pump Set Mid curve duty 480l/min @ 11bar

 

The Tanks Direct twin pump constant pressure cold water booster set, is designed to increase the pressure of water services within a building where the existing incoming main is not sufficient. If the supply of water fails during operation the pumps automatically shuts down to prevent...                     

                

                
                    from £10,537.00 ex VAT 
(£12,644.40 inc VAT) 

                                                                
                                                                                                                            info                                                    

                                    

                                            

                


    
    
Triple Booster Sets FAQs
[bookmark: question188]What is the difference between water flow and water pressure?
There are differences between water pressure and water flow. Water flow is the volume of water delivered and is measured in litres per minute. Water pressure is the force or speed the water is delivered. Both are affected by the size and condition of the pipe work the water is flowing through.



[bookmark: question185]What is water pressure and what causes it?
Water pressure is the force water that is pushed through water pipes into premises. This pressure determines how quickly water flows from your taps, shower heads and appliances such as washing machines and dishwashers.


If the water pressure in your household pipes are low, then water will flow slowly out of your taps or shower, taking it longer to fill up a sink, bath or shower. This is especially true for an upstairs bathroom (after all, the water may need to travel upwards against gravity to get to the source)


Water pressure is measured in bar or psi (pounds per square inch). One bar of water pressure is needed to raise water 10 metres high, so the higher the water must travel, the lower the water pressure will be.


Gravity creates pressure naturally, so when your water comes to you, it is already pressurized. In some cases, booster stations help to maintain the pressure throughout the water lines. If your water comes from a private well, then your water is pressurized through a tank that maintains a range of pressure



[bookmark: question179]I have poor water pressure in my house, what do I do?
Due to regulation, you cannot pump directly onto a mains water line for the whole property, without storing water and creating an overflow. To achieve this we supply the boosters systems with break tanks, as they are commonly known, to compliantly store the water to act as a reservoir and which the pump draws from.


Compact Units



[bookmark: question186]Why do i have low or no water pressure?
If you use lots of appliances at the same time you water pressure will reduce, such as dishwashers and washing machines. If you have an older property, you may find your water pipe is smaller than those used in modern houses. Smaller pipes supply less water and can reduce pressure and flow.


When water pressure in your house is low, it is most likely the water pressure coming into your house is lower than the property requires. However, if you notice that the low pressure is only to just one or a few appliances then it could be an issue with that fixture, or a pipe that runs into your property.


The amount of water pressure in your home may vary depending on the time of the day and the ground level of your property. Check that the water meter valve and the main shut off valve are fully opened.


However, while these factors play a part, your water authority is required to supply a minimum of 0.7 bar of pressure. If the mains pressure into your property is consistently low, you may need to fit a booster pump to your plumbing system.


To see our full range of booster pump sets, please click - Booster Pump Sets



[bookmark: question187]Can I boost mains water pressure?
It is possible to boost mains water pressure. To do this a booster pump can be fitted to the mains cold water supply. In compliance with water fitting regulations, this is up to 12 litres per minute. Generally, a mains booster pump can improve the performance of all the water appliances and fixtures in your home.



[bookmark: question178]What's meant by a 'Booster Pump Set'?
There are two reasons why water may need to be boosted: (1) to give a better flow and pressure at the draw-off point in a domestic situation, or (2) as a method of raising the water supply in high-rise buildings above the height that the mains will supply.


A booster pump set, helps to get to optimum pressure within the current system, so you should get constant water pressure whether you are downstairs in the kitchen or up on the 3rd floor having a shower.


‘Packaged’ pumping sets or Booster Sets are installed consisting of dual pumps (unless single pump is selected, then this would only be one pump) to overcome the problem of failure of (or the need to renew) one of the pumps. The second pump also assists at times of high demand on the system, cutting in as necessary. To prevent pump seizure and stagnation of water, the pumps should be designed to work alternately. Two types of system will be found: those using pressure-sensing devices and those using float switches.



[bookmark: question177]What size cold water break tank do i need to help boost water pressure?
Break tanks are used to help boost pressure within a water system, where the current water pressure is not strong enough to supply the requirements of the building. Typically, break tanks are fitted with an air gap between the inlet and maximum water level to prevent backflow into the mains water supply.


To determine the size of the break tank required, there are a few things to consider.


Occupancy of the building


This is a big factor, as you need to understand how much water is required within the property. For example a hotel requires more water storage per bed space than a hostel.


Below are some examples of recommended minimum storage levels for each type of premises.


Hotel - 200 Litres per bed space


Office without Canteen - 40 Litres per employee


Office with Canteen - 45 Litres per employee


Restaurant - 7 litres per meal


Primary School - 15 litres per pupil


Secondary School - 20 Litres per pupil


Nursing Home - 120 Litres per bed space


(Source: BS EN 806 Part 2)


Please consider when using this calculation, the peak occupancy of the building. 


When sizing for a domestic building, a rough guide of 90 litres per bed space should be sufficient, however high-end properties may require additional storage. 


 


Another consideration would be the expected peak flow of the premises. This is calculated when sizing a booster set. In determining the peak flow rate, we must consider how much water storage must be provided to facilitate this flow rate.


Tanks Direct recommend that a minimum of 15 minutes' storage, according to the peak flow rate of the booster set, should be provided in a booster set break tank within a commercial installation. For example, a booster set with a peak design flow rate of 1.1 litres/second, or 66 litres/minute, requires a break tank with a capacity of at least 990 litres. 


Other factors such as the tank inlet flow rate and the usage patterns of the building should also be taken into account - buildings with a poor rate of mains water supply will require greater storage. This will also be influenced by the siting of the break tank - a tank on the ground floor of a building will fill at a higher rate than a tank on an upper floor or in the roof space. Siting a tank in the roof space of a building is likely to necessitate a larger storage volume.


 


 


 



[bookmark: question180]What size pump and tank do I need?
For this, we would require a breakdown of the cold water outlet for the whole property, i.e. 2 W/C’s, 4 Wash hand basins and a shower. Once we have calculated the building water demand, we can then specify the right storage tank, this is an industry standard of a capacity to cope with a 10-minute run time at full demand, most 3-4 bedroom properties for example work out at around 250L.


For most single property installation, pressure isn’t a huge concern, as low head booster systems that run up to 3 bar will produce more than sufficient pressure for a 2-story property.



[bookmark: question181]Do I need a single or twin pump system?
This depends on a couple of factors, the demand of the building if you want it sharing across 2 pumps, but also the importance of the water supply, for example, manufacturing facilities who need wash down cannot afford the downtime of a single pump etc. With a twin pump system, you can share the duty across 2 pumps, which both pumps would run at 50% of total duty, or on duty standby, where each pump would be capable of 100% of total duty.



[bookmark: question182]I have limited space to install the system in my property, what do I do?
This is a common issue, which is why we offer a compact solution as the Flyvar Booster system which is a compact system where the pump(s) are in the tank to save space, these can also be installed externally with the addition of an inverter housing cover, to protect it from the elements.



[bookmark: question183]I’m not sure what I need, or if it can fit, can somebody come and measure it up?
This is a service we can carry out, however with the use of modern technically, we only require the standard set of information, and then just basic measurements of the space it is going into, widths of doors and room space etc, all of this we can now do with the use of online video calls and pictures.



[bookmark: question184]The systems are described as plug and play, do I still need it commissioning?
Commissioning would be recommended. These are specialist systems and without a commissioning visit, there is no peace of mind with the end user that the warranty as not been affected due to incorrect installation. Incorrect operation is  easily done if the system is not correctly commissioning, so this is a service we offer ourselves, so there is a clear line of liability if something was to go wrong with the set, this protects everyone.



[bookmark: question270]What type of water pump is right for me?
Choosing the right water pump for your needs is essential for effective water maintenance. We stock a wide range of water pumps, so first you need to determine the type of water pump you need.


Wastewater or sewage pumps move wastewater from one part of a system to another. We offer a range of wastewater pumps in different capacities and configurations and come with a variety of features.


If you live in an area with low water pressure, our booster pump sets can increase the water pressure in your home or office.


Chemical pumps are designed to move fluids containing hazardous chemicals without risking exposure or damage to the pump or surrounding equipment.


Pressurised pumps are used to transfer fluids that require pressurisation.


Made from a composite material of glass reinforced polyester, GRP pump enclosures are highly durable and offer excellent protection from the elements.


Submersible pumps are a type of water pump that can be submerged underwater to pump out water. This type of pump is typically used in flooded areas or to pump out water from ponds, wells, or other water sources.


Swimming pool and garden pumps circulate water in a swimming pool or pond. The pumps work by creating suction to draw water from the pool or pond, and then using an impeller to push the water through a filter.


Our flood kits have what you need in the event of a flood.



[bookmark: question59]On my Water Pump it mentions about head height. What is this and how do I work out what I require?
Head is the height in which the pump is lifting the waste, measured from cover level of the pump station, to the cover level of the discharge manhole. With this measurement we can ensure we supply a pump powerful enough to lift the waste up that high. We will need to know this and also the distance that it is pumping to make sure the pump quoted is suitable.



[bookmark: question269]What is the best water pump for flooding?
Submersible pumps are very good at dealing with groundwater flooding and rainfall. Designed to operate underwater, they work by using electric motors to draw water from flooded areas and divert it away from buildings and other areas that need to remain dry. Submersible pumps are commonly used to drain water from flooded basements and other areas that are prone to flooding.


We stock a wide range of submersible pumps, that are easy to install and maintain. They can be connected to pipes and other water control systems, allowing for quick and easy water removal in the event of flooding. They are designed to operate in a wide range of temperatures and conditions and are typically constructed from corrosion-resistant materials that can withstand long periods of exposure to water. Our submersible pumps are often equipped with protective measures, such as float switches and check valves, to prevent any damage to the motor or pump should the water start to rise too quickly.


Also known as sump pumps, submersible pumps are a type of centrifugal pump that can be operated when fully submerged underwater. Sealed so the electrics are protected, our range of submersible pumps can be used for a variety of applications including puddle drainage, swimming pool pumps, pond and water feature pumps, and drainage pumps.



[bookmark: question268]What are the main types of water pump available?
Here at Tanks Direct we have a huge selection of water pumps available.


Wastewater or sewage pumps are used to move wastewater, or water that contains solids and contaminants, from one place to another. They are commonly used in various industrial, commercial, and residential applications to move wastewater from a source to a sewage treatment plant or to another location entirely.


Booster pump sets are used to increase water pressure. Booster pumps work by taking in water at a low pressure and increasing it to a higher pressure with a centrifugal impeller. Booster pump sets are ideal for areas where the water pressure is too low to provide adequate water flow.


GRP pump enclosures are made from a composite material of glass reinforced polyester (GRP). Requiring little maintenance, GRP pump enclosures are highly durable and offer excellent protection from the elements and corrosion.


Submersible pumps are designed to operate while completely submerged in a fluid.


Swimming pool and garden pumps are used to circulate water in swimming pools, hot tubs, water features, and gardens. They keep the water free of debris and maintain the desired water temperature. The pump typically pulls water from the pool or garden and pushes it through a filtration system before returning it to the pool or garden.



[bookmark: question176]Are there any disadvantages to using variable speed pumps?
1. Vibrations


Although running pumps below their maximum speed will tend to reduce overall system noise, altering the speed of a pump may result in structural resonances that would not occur at the pump's maximum speed. This may cause vibration which can be harmful to equipment and cause an increase in noise at certain frequencies. There are a number of products that help to alleviate these potential issues.


2. Higher initial cost


Because of the added complexity of an inverter drive, variable speed pumps and systems which include variable speed pumps will cost more initially than a fixed speed equivalent. However, this additional cost is invariably outweighed by the long-term energy cost saving.


 



[bookmark: question175]When should variable speed pumps be used?
Variable speed pumps should be used in any installation where the pump duty is not constant. If a pump duty is constant a fixed speed pump may be the most cost-effective option.  However, even in fixed duty applications there may be an advantage to running a pump below its maximum speed. A motor running at 80% of its maximum speed uses 48% less energy.



[bookmark: question174]Why variable speed pumps?
When you consider all the pumping that occurs globally, whether in large industrial plants or in domestic heating systems, this accounts for almost 20% of the world's energy consumption. Because of this there is a huge opportunity in the pumping industry to make a significant contribution to using our energy resources efficiently. In pumping applications where the duty required is not constant, it is highly likely that installing a variable speed pump will result in significant energy savings - likely to be between 30% and 50% in many applications.


Other benefits of variable speed pumps include:


1. Improved reliability


Because variable speed pumps run at speeds below their maximum, there is a reduction in wear, particularly in mechanical seals.


2. Improved control


Variable speed pump controller can monitor small variations in pressure and make adjustments accordingly. This also means there is less liklihood of sudden changes in flow or pressure.



[bookmark: question153]Do waste pumps need servicing and if so, how often should this be done?
Waste pumps and your wastewater system in general need regular servicing to keep it in working order. A general desludging of your system and a check of the components such as the sewage pump will keep the sewage treatment system in good working order for longer.


Generally, a good rule of thumb for servicing your sewage pump would be every 1 to 2 years or every time you empty your septic tank. It is a good idea to get it checked regularly to avoid a costly replacement further down the line.



[bookmark: question151]When to choose a 65mm or 80mm vortex pump over a 50mm vortex pump
If you are concerned about the risk of blockages but also need a flow rate which macerator pumps can’t provide, or even if it’s purely just a faster flow rate you need, a larger 65mm or 80mm pump will be able to achieve this, calculating a specific flow rate to your application is difficult and would be best speaking to a member of our technical team to help specify the right pumps for your station.



[bookmark: question150]Why choose a macerator pump over a vortex pump?
If you have an application where the risk of blockages that could enter the drain run is higher than usual, for example if the property is rented, tenants could unwillingly block the pump, this is also a problem if it is an apartment block as you wouldn’t be able to source who was responsible for blocking It, but everyone would need to pay their share to fix it.


Also, macerator pumps, because of how they cut through the waste, they can pump a much higher head (vertical distance), so when compared to vortex pumps, if you have anything over 10m, you will need to be selecting macerator pumps. Always check the pump flow curves for your application or you can call to speak to one of our technical team if you want to be sure the pumps will do the task at hand.



[bookmark: question148]Automatic Pump - what does this mean?
An automatic pump is a pump that will automatically turn itself on and off as the liquid level rises and falls. These pumps are usually longer lasting as they do not burn out but switch off automatically if there is no liquid to pump therefore, they do not run dry.



[bookmark: question62]Horizontal vs Vertical pumps
This depends on your existing pump and the type of installation you have or are planning on. The vertical Hippo 50 has a vertical port discharges via a 2” female port and the horizontal Hippo 50 discharges via a horizontal 2” female port but is also DN50 flanged



[bookmark: question145]What is a Grinder Pump?
A grinder pump takes the wastewater from the holding tank, grinding any waste into a fine slurry and then pumps it into a sewage treatment plant. They can pump over much longer distances but at a slower rate because they are high pressure and low volume pumps.


To see our grinder pumps click - https://www.tanks-direct.co.uk/semisom-125-gr-automatic-submersible-grinder-pump/p5628



[bookmark: question147]What is a submersible pump?
 A submersible pump means that the pump needs to be submerged or covered in liquid specifically the type specified on the pump such as water, wastewater, sewage etc.



[bookmark: question61]Do I need a macerator?
Macerator pumps are used only for heads higher than 10m and with a low flow rate when you have a discharge rate restriction imposed by the water authority who own the sewer you discharging into.



[bookmark: question64]Is there an option to have an enclosure for my pump set?
If a booster or compact set is being housed externally, you will need an enclosure to protect the inverter from the elements so anything electronic needs to be protected by an enclosure of some sort, never leave the booster set to face the elements



[bookmark: question63]How much space do I require around my pump?
You require at least 500mm above the break tank so you can service it and inspect it when required. Also, a booster just needs to be installed in a maintainable space so that the inverters can be reviewed if needed via clear walkways and facing into the room, not tucked away down the side of a plant room.
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